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JIM KAUFMAN & TKG
The Kaufman Group (TKG) was founded by James J. Kaufman, with over 45 years experience
in business and law, to bring the combined business talents, skill sets, core values and
relationships of its various members, many with over 40 years of experience, and each an icon in
his or her field, and their associates, to the aid of businesses in and those wishing to do business
in the United States of America. Mr. Kaufman’s expertise addresses all aspects of start-up,
successful, and distressed companies, including SOT, floor plan and capital financing defaults,
strategic negotiations and mediations, acquisitions, mergers, and reconstruction of assets.
In TKG’s auto and marine sectors, Mr. Kaufman has represented and provided comprehensive
business advice and strategic guidance to manufacturers, dealers and distributors, including
multiple negotiations, litigation and “hands-on” operational experience for each; and has
lectured at numerous JD Powers Round table and NADA annual meetings. In the finance
sector, he has represented banks and mortgage lenders and mortgage brokers, engaging in
strategic workouts of multi-million dollar loan and multi-million dollar Federal litigation against
major securities firms; he has litigated and provided strategic advice and counsel on substantial
cases to various corporations throughout the US in multi-million dollar lender liability suits
against banks and other lenders.
Jim Kaufman has worked with automobile dealers for over 40 years on all levels and has
spoken at the JD Power roundtable and NADA meetings as wells as authoring the book “What to
do Before the Money Runs Out, A Roadmap for America’s Automobile Dealers.” He is here today
to address a strategic response for survival of automobile dealers faced with unprecedented
challenges.
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Introductory Remarks
Thank you for the opportunity to address your coalition. I feel at home here because over
40 years ago I formed Paul Miller, Inc. in Parsippany and through the years I’ve worked with
a number of New Jersey dealers and many of your able lawyers.
The reason I’m here is because in my lifetime I have never seen such exigent and compelling
circumstances facing our government, our country’s businesses, or our economy. The bad
news is that we are in an upside down economy facing major disruption and you are under
enormous pressure from, among others, manufacturers, suppliers, customers, internet and
marketing influences and contraction of lending. The good news is that you are presented
with enormous opportunity. The survivors – and there will be survivors – will have leaner
operations and a much bigger slice of the pie.
While there are many experienced consultants, accountants, attorneys and others, who would
be happy to assist you in legal and financial matters, the emphasis of my remarks today is on
providing you with a strategic vision and concrete steps you can take by yourself and
through your dealership to place yourself and your dealership in a better position
to survive.
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Gray Hair and Gold Nuggets
In setting forth the vision and concrete steps you and your dealerships can take
to survive, I am drawing upon my own education, experience and skill sets
together with some wisdom that hopefully comes along with my gray hair.
I am in the process of finishing two books: (1) An expanded version of “What to
do Before the Money Runs Out” and (2) “Gray Hair and Gold Nuggets For the
Little Guy”. Throughout this address, in addition to the above, I’ve incorporated
a number of thoughts and points from these books, the nuggets being
designated by this symbol:
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So, how do you survive?
What you see and how you see it – Your lens
A few years ago I read and was deeply impressed with a book by Gonzales entitled “Deep
Survival: Who Lives, Who Dies, and Why”. The author artfully presents several clear examples of
survival under extreme conditions. What emerges is the profile or personality of the survivor.
The experienced and highly skilled mountain climber lost or trapped on the mountain in order to
survive has to immediately take stock and assess where he is, what he’s faced with, what he has
or doesn’t have to work with, and how can he develop a plan for survival. The inexperienced,
unskilled mountain climber in the same situation will likely die.
The lens automobile dealers have looked through for the last two or three decades is not the
lens required for survival today.
The key is the lens the imperiled look through. All is yellow to the jaundiced eye,
all infected to the infected spy. (Translated loosely) from Alexander Pope, in 'An Essay on Criticism' (1711).
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So, how do you survive? (Cont’d)
Life –Threatening Crisis and Paradigm Shifts
Behavioral modification is not easy. Old habits are tough to break as it is. But to change the
way you look at something, your viewpoint, the drivers which prompt your reactive response,
presents real challenge. You must develop a self-awareness as what your paradigms are before
you can change them.
One of my favorite illustrations of a paradigm shift was contained in Stephen Covey’s The 7
Habits of Highly Effective People wherein he describes himself sitting on a subway becoming
increasingly disturbed and irritated by two young children yelling back and forth, throwing
things, even grabbing people’s papers while the man sitting next to him did nothing to restrain
their intrusive behavior. Finally he informed the man that his children were really disturbing a
lot of people and asked why he couldn’t control them a little more. The man softly explained
that they had just come from the hospital where their mother died about an hour ago and he
didn’t know what to think and he guessed that his children didn’t know how to handle it either.
Covey’s describes how at that moment his paradigm shifted, how suddenly he saw things
differently, and because he saw things differently, he felt differently, and behaved differently. His
feelings of sympathy and compassion flowed freely as he said “Your wife just died? Oh, I’m so
sorry! Can you tell me about it? What can I do to help?” For Covey “Everything changed in an
instant.”
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BEHAVIORAL MODIFICATION
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The qualities and skill sets you need to effectively manage the uncertainty,
disruption and change spawned by crisis include:


Mental and emotional flexibility



Adaptability to change, ambiguity and uncertainty



Capacity to look outward



Ability to place yourself in your adversary’s shoes



Proclivity to learn from experience



Understand and accept the survivors’ crisis modality:


Stop, look, listen, observe, take stock



Regain emotional balance



Adapt and cope with immediate situation



Thrive by learning and creativity



Convert disaster into opportunity
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THRESHOLD OBJECTIVE INDICATORS
Key Indicators for Determining whether a Business can survive are:
 Does the owner care?
 Does the owner have the capacity to understand
and appreciate the current problems?
 Does the owner have the depth of personal assets
to support the dealership under current cash flow
needs?
 Does the business (the dealership) have sufficient
cash flow to sustain operation?
 Does the business employ the right people?
 Does the business have the resources?
 Can the business get the right help?
 Will owners/management listen?
 Are the key managers sufficiently “all in” including
“skin in the game”?
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 Will the owner and key management of the
dealership engage in the strategic process?
 Will the other stakeholders cooperate?
 Does the business have time to take the necessary
steps to survive?
 Do the manufacturers have (a) the capacity to
survive (b) the control to survive (c) the desire to
survive (d) the capacity, control and desire to see
your dealership survive?
 What is the capacity, level, and depth of the
owner’s (principal dealers) and the key dealership
management’s insight, capacity, and motivation for
introspection?
 What’s the level of commitment of the dealer
principal and key management?
The Key to Survival is commitment not only
to your business but to your personal growth.
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TRIAGE
My experience is that dealers are sales and marketing oriented, positive, competitive, insightful
and smart about their businesses. That said, I’m not sure how comfortable or how often
automobile dealers engage in introspection.

When self-examining your own condition and that of your dealership, introspection
is a good place to begin.
To diagnose the ills of your dealership and build the foundation for a comprehensive plan, you
must first “clean and clear” the site (baseball story). You have to know what to look at and what
to look for. You may be seeing only what you’re in the habit of seeing.
Triage Process: You can start by conducting your own triage process. I refer to it as a triage
process because this is not a static exercise but rather a fluid, ongoing systemic approach. The
purpose of the triage process is to make a rapid first stage assessment of your condition and
that of your dealership in as objective and clinical manner as possible. This can be difficult
because you necessarily have been making judgments about your dealership and your
relationship to it in a subjective manner.
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DIAGNOSTIC
The diagnosis is the act of identifying your condition and that of your dealership based on its
signs, symptoms, historical and current paper trail, performance, and input from others. This is
a process. The purpose of the diagnostic process is to achieve one central objective: to make
an honest assessment of your business, and other stake holders’ relationships to it. This
“threshold assessment” then becomes the foundation for building a strategic, comprehensive
business plan. The nature, scope, goals and execution of the plan depend upon the outcome of
the diagnosis.
The central objective in this process is to honestly tell you, your advisors and other interested
parties (for critical example, the floor plan and finance providers) where your business is and
where you are relative to it. As painful as it is to organize and go through this effort, if done
correctly, it will yield the following results:
1. Help you with the most painful decisions: planning how to withdraw from the business
without throwing good money after bad;
2. Tell you whether to sell, or otherwise alter the ownership of your company;
3. Tell you whether your business is unstable, in trouble, and in need of a strategic turn-around
plan and/or workout;
4. Tell you whether your business is doing well, but needs to do certain additional things in order
to compete effectively and ultimately survive in today’s volatile and precarious climate.
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DIAGNOSTIC IN BROADER SENSE
Just as important, however, is the use of the diagnostic process in a broader sense. This will
assist you and the other stake holders in the determination as to where you and your dealership
are (points A and B), where you and your dealership want to be (points C and D), where you and
your dealership realistically are under today’s exigent circumstances (points E and F), and where
you and your dealership should be (points G and H), and it should help you and your dealership
get there.
Attached at the end of this paper is a preparatory self-test designed to help focus on whether
your dealership is indeed in trouble and in need of help. Most questions can be answered with a
simple “yes” or “no” answer, but several require more. There are no “right” or “wrong” answers,
but there are definitely good and bad ones, in the sense of desirable and undesirable. Good
answers are those that indicate good or adequate dealership health. Conversely, bad answers
indicate negative symptoms in the area to which the question applies. Be sure to answer the
questions as written.
Several other questions are what I call “signal” questions, i.e., they are indicators that
something may be amiss in your business or in the external entities that influence your business.
When such irregularities are present, you may not recognize them; they may be hidden, or
they’re simply being ignored. Now is the time to confront them, head-on.
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REVIEW & ASSESSMENT
Following the initial diagnostic evaluation, the next step for you to take is to continue the process
with an in-depth review and assessment. You must examine all relevant issues and material to
make sure that the information you have compiled and in the past you and other interested
parties (i.e. primary lien holders) are in fact correct, credible, and reliable. Too often: (a)
business plans are crafted as a reaction to the circumstances and events of the dealership rather
than grounded on solid information; and (b) major discrepancies, depth of problems, and other
serious difficulties are discovered (including misstatement of financial condition,
mismanagement, SOT, fraud, misrepresentation, breach of contract, title problems, claims, and
the like).
Following the path of “honesty is the best policy but not the best practice”
ultimately promotes denial and failure.
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DEALERS & DEALERSHIPS – IN GENERAL
Ownership and Corporate status (who is in control?).
Status of dealer(s)/investors (loans to and from
company/depth of capacity and commitment).
True current financial condition (solvency test, P&L,
Balance Sheet, tax returns, snap-shot current cash &
equity position, relevant ratios, financial stress test
indicators, debts to primary banks, defaults, monies held
by lenders, covenant compliance, duration of loans and
floor plans, interest status, inventory status & valuation).

Inventory purchase/stocking requirements, repurchase
arrangements.
Real estate lease or ownership (term adequacy,
conditions, landlord, bank, environmental).
Management and operational issues.

Strategic Legal and Risk analysis (SOT, title & MSO
issues with manufactures, banks and finance providers,
customers, lawsuits, loss exposure, obligations to secured
lenders, risk of foreclosure, receivership, bankruptcy,
Federal and State trust, wage, withholding and sales tax
issues, constructive trust customer deposit issues).

Marketing and sales issues (new & used inventory).

Product and service delivery system analysis (supply and
timing of product from manufacturer, cost of
product/competitive pricing issues, warranty and repair
issues, quality of product, customer complaints).

Systems analysis (customers, accounts receivable,
payable, purchasing, inventory accounting, water and land
vessel checks, tracking money detail from order to closing,
parts, service, warranty, work in process, repair, suppliers,
outsource service, payroll model/tax, wage compliance).

Quality control issues affecting ability to sell product (%
necessary after market repair and make ready, and
amount paid for by manufacturer).
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Manufacturer support of dealer network (improper
practices of other dealers/financial incentives/warranty,
new model allotment, product repair, advertising).

Floor plan (frozen, restricted, line to capacity, interest
rate increase, default, inadequate collateral, repossession,
and valuation/percent of new and used product value
allowed).

CSI and customer compliance.
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-IN SEVERE FINANCIAL DISTRESS
 Serious cash flow shortage.
 Grossly inadequate operating capital.
 Using customer deposits before closing for operating capital.
 Delinquent landlord payments/threatened eviction.
 Monies owed to Government on sales, wages, withholdings and other taxes.
 SOT.
 Flooring line interest unpaid for more than 90 days.
 Capital lines of credit in default and/or not renewable.
 Manufacturer threatening or has noticed termination of dealership.
 Customers without good title to boat after purchase.
 Serious & disabling lawsuits.
 Over supply of secured inventory with market value below & liens above cost.
 Criminal liability exposure.
 Has instituted pre-bankruptcy steps/sought bankruptcy protection.
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IN TROUBLE – BUT COULD SURVIVE
 Serious cash flow shortage, but recourses to rectify.
 Inadequate operating capital, but cash infusion possible.
 Delinquent landlord payments, but LL cooperating.
 Slight oversight SOT, but possible conversion to capital note, adequately secured, and improved monitoring
systems to prevent.
 Flooring line interest unpaid for more than 30 days, but adequate cash to rectify/improved bank or finance
arrangements to prevent.
 Capital lines of credit in default and/or not renewable but with work out and bank or finance co-resolution, and
identification of adequate collateral sources could be rectified and future breaches prevented.
 Manufacturer threatening possible termination of dealership, but with proper communication, realistically
addressing problems, and realignment of relationship, termination could be avoided and improved relationship
established.
 Suppliers threatening cutoff for non- or slow payment, but with operational and cash flow improvements,
relationship could be restored.
 Slight over-supply of secured inventory with market value below and liens above cost, but with a strategic
plan could possibly be rectified.
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-IN NEED OF IMPROVEMENT & STEPS
 Poor margins of profit or just breaking even
(requires strategic turnaround plan with dealer specific
execution steps).
 Inadequate controls and loss-prevention alerts and
systems (requires dealer specific internal systems to
be designed and implemented).
 Poor Marketing and Sales program (requires dealer
specific strategic marketing and sales review and
assessment, analysis, and detailed execution steps).
 Poor or inadequate management (requires detailed
diagnostic “DD” and Review & Assessment “R&A”,
realignment of management).
 Inadequate operating capital (requires detailed
diagnostic “DD” and Review & Assessment “R&A”,
strategic resource management with infusion from
appropriate internal or external sources, adequate
cash & capital … fill the hole plus realistic operating
capital reserves … and financial controls to monitor
and prevent further erosion).
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 Inadequate technology and communications
systems (requires creating and installing dealer
specific systems and technology as well as alerts and
reporting vehicles).
 Strained relationships with certain manufacturers,
suppliers, lenders, or other relevant stakeholders or
customers (requires as part of STARP education re:
communication, understanding and addressing
caucuses, mediation if required, acceptance of
remedies, rebuilding trust and relationships).
 Need for exploration of realignment of dealership
and its relationship to manufacturer(s), lenders,
investors and other stakeholders (requires
understanding and addressing options for improved
financial and structural growth through possible new
relationships, investors, compatible brand
assimilation, joint ventures, partnerships, M&A, other
growth vehicle).
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TAKING CONTROL
It is clear that a dysfunctional and insolvent or soon to be insolvent company is out of control,
and in many instances, its management may be the problem (or a substantial contributor to the
problem) and incapable by itself of reaching a workable solution. This has never been more true
in today’s environment, particularly because the assumptions and the practices which have
generally worked for the last thirty years are not valid today.
Depending on what your review and assessment has yielded, you may need to build or
reconstruct a bridge between yourself, your dealership, and your primary secured lenders, as
well as your suppliers, landlord, and other critical stake holders. This bridge must be built on six
central attributes: (1) trust; (2) integrity; (3) credibility; (4) competence; (5) knowledge; and
(6) hands-on experience.
These qualities trump “salesmanship” in rebuilding these
relationships.
An essential element of control is the understanding that at bottom all business
relationships involve negotiation.
A key element in effective negotiations, in addition to getting the information
right, understanding how to help the other party help you, and leverage issues, is the
need to set the conditions and control the agenda.
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REASSESSMENT OF RELATIONSHIPS
It is important that you carefully examine the nature, quality and utility of each of the
relationships which impact upon you and your dealership, including but not limited to your family
and all the stakeholders (your partners, employees, lawyers, accountants, advisors, landlord,
bankers, suppliers, manufacturers/ franchisors).
It’s a mistake to believe that your relationships are the same today as they were yesterday.
They can’t be because the universe has changed for the other parties as well. Your banks, floor
plan providers, captives are not in the same position they were in yesterday. You are all familiar
with the contraction in the financial industry. Flooring lines can’t be secured by inventory alone
today and real estate is no longer a back up. If you’re flushed with cash, your position is
substantially improved, but you still have to deal with the altered conditions of the other stake
holders and those with whom you’ve had historical relationships that suddenly are impaired or
fractured.
You’ve heard all morning about the perils of your manufacturers and what happens if they go
bankrupt and the impact upon you if they do.
In times of crisis remember you’re not the only one scared.
relationships and reestablish trust.
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CLARITY
Clarity is essential in good communication, as well as effective execution. This is particularly
true in times of crisis when the stakes are high and the pressure is the greatest.
Clarity of purpose, clarity of intent, clarity of actions, and clarity of expectations. Once these
components are understood there must be a match between expectations and performance.
This match works both ways for each player in the relationship. To be clear, the dealer must
understand and state his expectations of his performance and his expectation for example of
performance as contrasted with the expectations of your manufacturer, banker, captive, land
lord, supplier, partner and some other stake holder. You must then listen carefully to each of
their expectations of your performance to see if there is a match, and vice versa. Too often, all
of these steps are simply skipped or at best, glossed over. Conflict may be avoided in the short
run but disaster is courted in the long run.
Clarity is a key element in achieving your goals and objectives and the most utility
and benefit from each of your relationships.
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STRATEGIC TURNAROUND PLAN
The strategic turn-around plan is a fundamental document. Going through the process of writing
it ultimately is an education for the writer and the dealer, as well as a critical roadmap. It will
determine in a distressed dealership the immediate problem, how deep the hole is, what it will
take to fill it, and at what cost. It will determine reasonable options, evaluate them, and make
cogent and incisive recommendations. It will identify the steps necessary for execution together
with timetables for implementation and benchmarks and metrics for measurement of
performance of the steps in the plan.
The workout plan often starts with a “Stand Still” [Phase I] which focuses on preserving the
status quo while the current situation is accurately and realistically assessed. During this period,
the parties are encouraged to put emotions aside and take a practical look at what can be done
to improve the situation for both sides. The second phase [Phase II] involves the immediate
preparation of a short-, middle-, and long-term plan for the survival of the dealer, and will
address, among other things, monies owed to secured and other lenders. The third phase
[Phase III] involves implementation of the plan. An overriding goal of a pre-bankruptcy workout
is to avoid non-productive bankruptcy proceedings and press for a mutually workable solution for
the dealer and the bank.
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OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS
The objective of the Operational Plan is to make a significant and immediate improvement in the
dealer’s profitability by identifying profit opportunities that are available in obtainable large
increments in which can be implemented and achieved in short time frames. This involves a
financial and operating analysis of the financial and operational condition of your dealership. It
involves significant and intense interaction with key dealership operating management
personnel, as well as off-site financial statement reviews. Organization of the effort is divided
into the following:





Major Phase I Operating Opportunities
Major Strategic Opportunities
Implementation & management structure
Other operating recommendations and Phase II opportunities

The processes and recommendations for the dealership start with customary “vanilla” mega
group “best practices” for successful dealer group companies with franchise mix, sales volume,
and market demographic components similar to the dealership being examined, and may include
leading edge processes where indicated.
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AREAS TO BE EXAMINED (DEALER SPECIFIC)
 Take a hard look at your dealership. What does it look like? Is it modern and up to date? Is
it competitive? Is it comfortable? Does it look or feel new? Are your customers excited about
walking in your door?
 Take a hard look at your operations relative to revenue. Where does most of your revenue
come from? Customer pay? Used cars? Parts? Service? Are you maximizing your revenue?
 Is your management team effective, modern and efficient? Or are they old, gray and
lethargic? Are they sophisticated and proactive or average and reactive?
 Have you made the hard decisions of how many people to layoff or are you procrastinating,
hoping for a better day?
 Are you monitoring and measuring your operations with up to date reporting techniques?
Market day supply? Price and cost to market? Turn rates on inventory? Internal and external
revenue drivers?

Extraordinary times require extraordinary measures. It’s not how many times you
swing the hammer; it’s whether you drive the nail. Getting good results trumps
working hard.
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MAJOR OPERATING OPPORTUNITIES
 F & I and Vehicle Grosses
 New Car
 Used Car
 Calculation of probable opportunity:
 “Sub-prime” credit sales unit
 Additional Parts Gross Profit – Price Matrixing
 Examination of Customer Service Retail Labor
Rates
 Shop Supplies Repair Order Charges
 Dealership Personnel Staff Reductions
 Calculation of probable opportunity

 Cash




Flow Analysis and Opportunities
Conduct current cash flow analysis
Conduct specific “float” analysis
Determine whether cash flow needs are
adequate
 Explore ways to expand cash flow
→ Negotiate with lender expansion of
payback timing
→ Negotiate with lender more latitude re
float restrictions
→ Negotiate more realistic terms with
lenders
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→ Negotiate more latitude with suppliers
→ Negotiate more latitude with lessor
→ Negotiate expanded time tables with
general creditors
 Explore realignment of floor plan terms and
conditions
 Percentage of value on inventory floor
plan
 Increase demands on manufacturer re
recourse percentages
 Reevaluation of operating capital
requirements
 Evaluate risk of SOT and the practical
operating capital condition
 If SOT, communicate with lender, realign
SOT debt, establish protocols
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STRATEGIC RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
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 Financial Resources

 Cash Flow Analysis

 Dealer assets
 Human Resources
 Dealership assets
 Soft Assets (Location, relationships,
 Owner (top down) leadership and image
positional assets)
evaluation
 Examine “Bridge” between current
 Principal Dealer (top down) leadership
dealership obligations to lenders and
and image evaluation
lenders’ internal and external dealership
 Senior Management leadership and
evaluations, operating statements, and
effectiveness evaluation
other data
 Middle Management evaluation
 Explore realistic realignment between
 Staff and ancillary support evaluation
expectations and performance under
 Relationships with suppliers, vendors,
current conditions
advisors, and others
 Negotiate adjustments with floor plan
providers and other lenders to reflect
realistic market, finance and cash flow
conditions
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STRATEGIC LEGAL & BUS. RISK MANAGEMENT
Strategic risk analysis is the art and science of evaluating information and assessing the risk.
It examines: (a) history, current condition, probability of impact and effect, evaluation and
assignment of degree of risk and (b) minimization, mitigation and avoidance of future risk.


Financial Analysis



Management and Personnel Analysis



Legal Analysis










Floor plan financing – SOT analysis and projections
Capital loan financing – timely compliance analysis and projections
Current deals and process – pending or potential breaches or noncompliance
Obligations to manufacturer
Obligations to suppliers, vendors, other creditors
Underlying real estate obligations (lease, mortgage)
Other obligations
Current disputes, mediations, arbitrations, and litigation, if any
Recall analysis

Risk management is too often overlooked, underestimated or exercised too late.
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MAJOR STRATEGIC OPORTUNITIES
 Strategic Finance Moves
Evaluation of point specific profitability
Evaluation of point sales
Evaluation of point acquisitions
Analysis of any trailing costs on empty
store(s)
 Evaluation of stores to close (if any)





 Strategic Marketing Analysis









New vehicle sales
Pre-owned sales
Service department
Parts department
Body shop
Internet services
Warranty

 Benchmarks and Metrics for Performance
Measurement





Market Penetration
Used-to-New Car Sales Ratio
Strategic identification of expectations
Matching process for expectations and
performance

 Comprehensive Review of Product and
Service Delivery Systems
 Build and protect the dealer’s brand
 Develop and grow the market
 Analysis of problem solving programs (if
any) – otherwise institute

Input from the above analysis guides your goal-setting , feeds strategic opportunities
and creates planning tools and power for effective negotiation.
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PHASE I & II PLANS
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Implementation of Phase I Plan and Management Structure



Other Recommendations and Phase II Opportunities


Sales compensation analysis



Centralized Parts Purchasing analysis



Analysis of Time Guides for customer service work



Increase manufacturer support payments from improved CSI scores



Detailed review of group expenses, overtime policies, cash bonuses to employees



Advertising and marketing analysis



Centralized accounting analysis



Refined revenue source analysis (i.e. used car purchase price and volume)



Analysis of body shop
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PRIORITIES - IMMEDIATE PROBLEMS
Example: Frozen floor plan and/or capital credit lines
 Examine cause for freeze










Line at capacity
Dealership Default
End of financing term
Contraction by bank
Bank’s loss of confidence in dealer and/or dealership
Manufacturer financial distress & desire to cut dealerships
Stricter application of standards by manufacturer
Manufacturer’s loss of confidence in dealer and/or dealership
Other

 Prepare dealer specific strategic turn-around, workout and resolution plan
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Examine all sources of revenue including federal bailout money
Prepare plan for appropriate floor plan and other financing to be delivered
Prepare appropriate team to negotiate and mediate critical issues to unplug the line
Conduct negotiations, mediations
Execute on result
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SUMMARY & CONCLUSION
Summary: You as dealers are faced with exigent circumstances.
The environment at the moment is deplorable. Manufacturers feel
they necessarily must eliminate a substantial number of their
dealers. That means you are at risk. Your risk is exacerbated by
broad market and economic conditions. Your cash flow is
extraordinarily tight. There are too many items affecting you but
beyond your control. In short, you are in crisis. That’s the bad
news. The good news is your opportunity has never been greater.
As your ranks thin, your competition will decrease. As the economy
recovers, your revenues will increase along with your market share.
Those of you who survive will be stronger.
Jim Kaufman
Chairman & CEO
The Kaufman Group, Ltd.
Lumina Station,
Suite #324
1908 Eastwood Road
Wilmington, NC 28403
T: (910) 509-5011
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Conclusion: While the situation is serious and the peril real, you
have options. You can effectively manage your situation and
navigate the mine fields with a proper process, including triage,
diagnosis, review and assessment and a strategic plan. If you
follow the plan and adopt a survivor mentality and adapt to the
uncertainty, change, and disruption inherent in your present
circumstances, you will not only survive, but emerge stronger.
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The Self Diagnostic Test
What follows is a preparatory self-test designed to help focus on whether your dealership is indeed
in trouble and in need of help. Most questions can be answered with a simple “yes” or “no”
answer, but several require more. There are no “right” or “wrong” answers, but there are
definitely good and bad ones, in the sense of desirable and undesirable. Good answers are those
that indicate good or adequate dealership health. Conversely, bad answers indicate negative
symptoms in the are to which the question applies. Be sure to answer the questions as written.
Several other questions are what I call “signal” questions, i.e., they are indicators that something
may be amiss in your business or in the external entities that influence your business. When such
irregularities are present, you may not recognize them; they may be hidden, or they may simply
be ignored. Now is the time to confront them, head on.
Answers, comments and explanations of these questions are either known by you, will have
appeared throughout this presentation, or will become known to you as you go through the
process of triage, diagnosis, review and assessment and strategic turnaround planning or
restructuring as discussed in this presentation.
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The Self Diagnostic Test
1. Do your vendor invoices or statements show a previous unpaid balance?
2. Are sold units paid off on time, in accord with your floor plan agreement?
3. Are your floor plan pay-off checks so large that they would have to include more than five days
of vehicle sales?
4. Do you have an operating checking account? In more than one bank? (Give two answers)
5. Do you adjust your asset and liability accounts with journal entries after a preliminary financial
statement is prepared (“window dressing”)?
6. Are your floor planning all use cars, including wholesale units, to raise daily cash?
7. Is your cash position (or lack of cash) affecting the type of deals you make on trade-ins?
8. When you communicate with your lender, are you forthright, forthcoming, and complete in the
information you provide?
9. Do you know the current policy, posture, position, and personality of those in charge of your
account at your bank?
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The Self Diagnostic Test
10. Could you move your floor plan to another bank at a competitive rate? Do you know how long
it would take? Do you feel your bank wants to discontinue its relationship with you?
11. Have you recently postponed necessary capital addition?

12. Has your parts inventory declined purposely to conserve cash while out-of-stock situations
have risen dramatically?
13. Has there been an increase in finance chargebacks recently?
14. Do you have several short-term bank loans at higher than normal interest rates?
15. Has any creditor shut off dealership credit?
16. Have you checked your own credit reports lately? Do they show any reasonable concern to a
new bank trying to decide whether to finance your dealership?
17. Is your dealership unnecessarily cutting inventory to save money, but triggering income taxes
from LIFO inventory reserves?
18. Are you running the sales department by rules governed by availability of cash instead of what
you know to be good practice?
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The Self Diagnostic Test
19. Is the dealership taking unusual and unnecessary losses on units to avoid floor plan
curtailments?
20. Is your advertising budget out of control (too high or too low)?

22. Are you thinking about the level of service from your outside accountant?
23. Has your lender become less willing to tolerate loan covenant violations?
24. Are you less inclined to attend your Twenty Group sessions and other professional
improvement meetings (avoiding uncomfortable questions)?
25. Have you invaded the equity in your real estate portfolio recently to raise cash for your
dealership (2nd, 3rd mortgage)?
26. Has the bank become more interested in floor plan checks – in detail, hands on – more
frequently?
27. Have you avoided giving your bank an updated, real financial statement?
28. Would you feel comfortable giving an updated, real financial statement now?
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The Self Diagnostic Test
29. Do you think you view yourself and your dealership in substantially the same way as your
bank and you franchisors view you and your dealership?
30. Do you have a comprehensive business plan in effect for the next 24 months or beyond?

31. Have you been notified of a warranty audit by the manufacturer recently?
32. Has your Customer Service Index (CSI) dropped recently?
33. Does your Accounts Receivable exceed last month’s retail and wholesale parts and service
sales?
34. Are you paying off customer trade imbalances promptly or making payments, leaving a
balance in customer’s name?
35. Do you know what affirmative and negative covenants exist in your loan document(s) and
franchise agreement(s)? Are you in breach of any of these covenants? (Give two answers)
Apart from these questions, which I hope have raised other relevant questions as well, you
now need to set about developing some answers. This is an ongoing process. It is not static.
By following the methodology set forth in this paper and gathering the appropriate
information, you should be assisted in the engagement of this process.
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